Knauf has recently invested around €33 million in the Rottleberode site in the southern Harz region - and in 2017 a modern fibreboard plant was taken into operation. Cellulose and stucco are the main components of the boards, which are very versatile in interior design applications. A pipe system is used to transport the fired and finely ground natural stone between the gypsum and fibreboard plants. AERZEN screw compressors type Delta Screw provide the appropriate pressure and volume flow during pneumatic transport.

The energy revolution will make the gypsum industry increasingly dependent on natural stone deposits in the future. The entire industry is in a state of upheaval, because the FGD gypsum produced in the desulphurisation plants of lignite-fired power plants is a dying breed due to the shutdown of these power plants. On the other hand, the possible applications of gypsum are becoming more and more diversified for example: fire-retardant or water-repellent gypsum plasterboard, plaster, flowing screed and gypsum fibreboard are just some of the applications in the construction industry. No industry can do without gypsum anymore. This makes it all the more important for leading manufacturers, such as Knauf, to use limited raw materials sparingly.
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Aerzen USA continues to grow: new office in Atlanta

Following the expansions of the headquarters in Coatesville/Pennsylvania and the opening of a new sales office in Houston/Texas in 2017, Aerzen USA has now opened up in the southeast of the United States: in May 2018, the Aerzen subsidiary inaugurated a new location in Atlanta/Georgia. The new building covers almost 2,000 square metres of production and storage space, as well as an area of 260 square metres for offices. “We are pleased that we are now closer to our customers in the southeast of the USA,” emphasises Tony Morris, Managing Director Aerzen USA. “The new facilities will allow us to serve important markets more flexibly and efficiently,” he adds.

The space in Atlanta is available for rental machines, spare parts warehouses, assembly, repair and maintenance of assemblies; as well as state-of-the-art test procedures. The new offices are used primarily for sales, and there is space available to accommodate more employees in the future. The site is expected to be fully operational in the autumn of 2018.

Reference project
Helium recovery in natural gas conveying

AERZEN has supplied an EAC-certified unit for Helium-compression according to API Standards for a large natural gas processing project in Russia.
Wastewater technology

Efficiency gains through modelling

It is the activation process which accounts for the lion’s share of the electricity used in the treatment of wastewater. In energy studies, it is worth taking a closer look at the processes, especially in this case.

Armin Meister, and his engineering office, rely on dynamic modelling methods from system theory for the analysis and optimisation of existing systems in wastewater treatment plants. With this structured approach, the physicist engineer at the wastewater treatment plant in Bingen has succeeded in significantly reducing the energy requirement through conceptual changes, and the use of modern hybrid blowers from AERZEN. At the same time, the plant’s elimination performance has increased dramatically.

The biggest leverage is process improvement

Pushing processes and the environment forward through modelling: for the wastewater treatment plant in Bingen, which has been designed to cater for a population equivalent of 80,000, this far-reaching approach has led to a considerable improvement and stabilisation of the cleaning performance. The energy savings in the area of activating sludge are divided between conceptual improvements, and the use of better machine technology. “Besides staff costs and maintenance costs, energy costs, and discharge values also determine our operating costs,” says Meister. Lower discharge values mean a reduction in the wastewater levies which have to be paid to the national government. Investments therefore pay off twice.

The optimised processes require careful technical design, so that systems can be run as continuously as possible at the optimal load point with the aid of a fast and dense network of sensors. Meister investigates load curves spanning several years, and based on this he designed the modelling. The modelling forms the basis for defining future requirements for the compressor station. “This made it possible to select the most suitable assembly in terms of energy consumption and overall cost-effectiveness, while ensuring the appropriate technical requirements for wastewater treatment and the necessary redundancy.” This led to the selection of AERZEN rotary lobe compressors, type Delta Hybrid.

Four Delta Hybrid machines are required, which cover almost 90 percent of all operating cases, so that the older and less energy-efficient assemblies are only used for rare high-load or redundancy events. In view of the optimal load points, the rotary lobe compressors with graduated capacities and correspondingly adapted motor sizes are used for two independent compressed air systems.

The largest Delta Hybrid rotary lobe compressor, type D62S, with 110 kW motor rating and 1,000 mbar maximum differential pressure, supplies up to 3,500 cubic metres per hour. The D36S, D425 and D125S models are smaller dimensioned and deliver 2,150, 1,390 and 600 cubic metres per hour with motor ratings of 75, 55 and 30 kW respectively. The two smaller assemblies are installed in the engine house, which also houses the older machinery. The two large Delta Hybrid machines are located outdoors. A simple roof protects them from the weather.

Robust design for outdoor use

The decision to install the two Delta Hybrid, types D62S and D36S, outdoors, was made for two reasons: not enough available space and inadequate ventilation in the engine house. The Joule-Thomson effect, which occurs during air compression, means that the compressed gas mixture heats up, as the molecules move closer together due to the higher pressure. An increase of 100 millibars results in a temperature delta of +10 degrees centigrade. This increases the required compression effort due to reduced air density and lower oxygen content of the intake air. Installed outdoors, the Delta Hybrid machines can dissipate heat losses much more effectively into the environment and in turn suck in air that is not thermally preloaded.

This correlation has the same effect on energy efficiency as the use of technology tailored to performance. One aspect to consider at this point: the operation of the rotary lobe compressors with a frequency inverter for demand-oriented and thus economical speed control of the drive motor. The four sizes of the Delta Hybrid with their scaled motor rating also make it possible to operate the load points most frequently occurring with optimal efficiency. In addition, the high adjustment range of the Delta Hybrid machines ensures that there are large areas of overlap between the assemblies. These areas are necessary, in order to ensure optimal adjustment of all operating points and stable compliance with the control specifications, even in case of continuous load changes of the system. This is particularly important as the activator basins of the Bingen wastewater treatment plant are not divided into fixed zones for amonni um degradation and nitrification. Rather, the areas of the different biodegradation processes can be variably adapted to the contamination loads by connecting the basin zones and the precise air control of the surface ventilators mounted on the basin floor.

The areas into which air can be brought, and in what quantity, can be adjusted as required by means of control valves. There is a sliding pressure control system, so that valves, that are closed too far, do not cause the back pressure in the supply pipe to rise. This is based on the optimal interaction of volume flow, flap position and pressure. “Throttles, which are closed too far simply waste energy. 100 millibar more pressure means 20 percent more energy consumption,” the planner explains. “When it comes to improving the quality of a plant, precise, stable control methods, which are tuned to the speed of the coupled processes, are indispensable,” he adds.

In Bingen, a multi-stage control process operates in the background with pressure control as the leading variable for the compressor adjustment, and with a delay time of about half a minute. The control of the oxygen concentration in activation zones with settling times of about 10 to 15 minutes, which act on the control valves in the compressed air supply, is time decoupled from this. Their position ensures continuous adjustment of the system pressure and thus triggers the above mentioned sliding pressure control.

Based on the number of machines, volume flow and differential pressure, the calculator determines the initial savings potential.

Determining savings potential online

With a right-sized machine configuration based on highly developed AERZEN technologies, the company offers maximum savings potential for all plant operators in waste water treatment.

AERZEN customers can now easily test how efficient the aeration in their blower station really is with the performance calculator on the AERZEN website. All you have to do is enter your current number of machines, the volume flow and the differential pressure, and you will immediately receive an initial result as to the level of potential savings that can be achieved. You will also be shown what your individual machine configuration would look like with the technologies in question in order to achieve the savings potential. Since each plant has individual requirements, AERZEN provides the customers with a tailored design based on the AERZEN Performance® product portfolio – consisting of positive displacement blowers, turbo blowers and rotary lobe compressors.

The link to the efficiency calculator: https://www.aerzen.com/performance-calculator
Remko Knol, the new CEO of Aerzen Nederland

On July 1st 2018, Remko Knol became the new Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Aerzen Nederland B.V., based in Duisven near Arnhem. He is thus responsible for the business operations and strategy in the Netherlands. "We are very pleased that Remko Knol has joined our management team. He has a lot of process know-how and knows a lot about the development of production processes, as well as the application of AERZEN solutions," says Sient Wiersema, Deputy Managing Director Aerzen Nederland.

Knol, who studied mechanical engineering and holds a master’s degree in general management, can look back on 15 years of experience as a sales manager and managing director in the international technology environment. He has worked for Siemens Power Generation and Siemens Water Technologies, among others. For the past six years, Knol had served as Managing Director of Frames Separation Technologies B.V., Netherlands. The company designs and supplies process plants for the separation of oil, gas and water, as well as the treatment of production water.

Questions, Suggestions, Ideas?

We are looking forward to all your queries, comments and suggestions on our customer journal and we are at your disposal for further information on AERZEN products and services. Give us a visit on our website: www.aerzen.com/news

Remko Knol

AERZEN prepares for Water 4.0

AERwater: Knowledge of the exact load profiles

With AERWater, AERZEN brings together analysis, engineering, equipment technology, financing and service into one integrated system. AERZEN has developed performance modules that bring the principles of Industry 4.0 to wastewater technology. They form the basis for future Water 4.0 solutions.

The energy requirements of wastewater treatment plants are interdependent in many ways. These include the special features of the cleaning procedures used, the overriding cleaning target, various local marginal conditions and the efficiency of the applied technology. The longestwarf can be applied to aeration - specifically to ventilation technology. The supply of microorganisms with sufficient oxygen for ammonium degradation requires powerful blower technology, which requires around 80 percent of the energy required for aeration - and more than 50 percent of the total energy required by a wastewater treatment plant.

With AERWater, AERZEN starts precisely in this energy-intensive process area, since the savings potential through digitised, intelligent overall optimisations can be appropriately high. Assembled from precisely combined modules, AERWater covers the entire process air cycle from planning through to service.

The service module AERAudit starts with a measurement of the volume flows prevailing on site and the subsequent calculation of actual load profiles. AERZEN’s service team, equipped with sensor technology, energy meters and data loggers, analyses the operating data in real time and obtains clarity during evaluation as to where low and peak loads lie and what potential savings rest untapped in the blower station.

The aim is to determine the compressed air requirement as precisely as possible so that the Performance³ calculation can then be carried out. Behind this is the tailor-made machine and technology design including the Roi (Return on Investment) calculations necessary for investment decisions.

Performance³ - The next generation

With Performance³ AERZEN achieves a new level of efficiency - in the form of the three high-performance technologies turbo blowers, positive displacement blowers and rotary lobe compressors. These technologies enable us to make the best possible selection in terms of energy efficiency for every application. The results of AERAudit form the basis for using the most suitable active principles or for freely combining them. Extended by the AERSmart machine control system different machine combinations can be continuously operated very close to the ideal operating point - which ultimately leads to extremely economical use of electrical energy.

However, optimisations are also available outside of pure machine technology. AERWater’s machine room optimisation includes AERZEN’s expertise in the planning of room ventilation and sound concepts as well as solutions for heat recovery. With a view towards the operating phase, AERWater also includes the realisation, i.e. the support of waste water companies in the dismantling of old plants, the commissioning of the new technology and the securing of operations during the construction phase with rental machines.

AERZEN Service network

Perfectly connected throughout Germany

Perfect machine availability also has to do with short distances. Therefore AERZEN is continuously expanding its service network.

The new service centres in Mönchengladbach, Essen and Trier recently started their work in order to be on site quickly and provide competent help. AERZEN invests specifically in a dense service network, with bases strategically distributed over the country, in order to be able to help the customers in the best possible way with fast reaction times and short distances. Furthermore, the costs of service calls are reduced due to considerably lower travel costs. More than 35 highly qualified and certified specialists are available in Germany alone. These service technicians are specially trained on AERZEN standard air blower packages. AERZEN Service from the headquarters in Aerzen is still responsible for all other machines.

AERZEN technicians hold, for example, the SCC certification (Security Certificate Contractors), which is required by customers in the chemical and petrochemical industries. Some of our process gas specialists are also trained for employments on offshore platforms. The AERZEN assembly service helps with regular inspections and maintenance, maintenance measures, repairs as well as with advice in case of technical problems. Our teams know what is important: they are quickly on site and provide you with expert help.